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Ear-to-ear Capture of Facial Intrinsics
Alassane Seck, Abhishek Dutta, William A. P. Smith, Member, IEEE,

Bernard Tiddeman, Hannah Dee, and Arnaud Dessein

Abstract—We present a practical approach to capturing ear-to-ear face models comprising both 3D meshes and intrinsic

textures (i.e. diffuse and specular albedo and normal maps). Our approach is a hybrid of geometric and photometric methods

and requires no geometric calibration. Photometric measurements made in a lightstage are used to estimate view dependent

high resolution normal maps. We overcome problems of fixed photometric viewpoint by capturing in multiple poses. We use a

multiview reconstruction pipeline of structure-from-motion followed by multiview stereo to compute a base mesh to which the

photometric views are registered. We propose a novel approach to robustly stitching the normal maps and intrinsic textures into

a seamless, complete and detailed face model. The resulting models provide photorealistic renderings in any view.

Index Terms—Diffuse albedo, face capture, multiview stereo, photometric stereo, specular albedo.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

M EASURING properties of a face that are truly
intrinsic (i.e. unrelated to environmental or

imaging parameters) is a longstanding goal with ap-
plications in a wide range of fields. In graphics, it
allows face images to be synthesised in arbitrary
illumination conditions [1], simulating the properties
of any camera. In statistical modelling, it allows the
variability in a population of faces to be studied
independently of imaging conditions [2]. In computer
vision, it allows appearance in an image to be pre-
dicted for pose and illumination invariant recognition
or classification [3], [4]. In psychology, it allows the
relative importance of shape and intrinsic texture to
the neural representation of faces to be studied [5].
Despite these broad and compelling applications, and
over a decade of research attention, there remains no
satisfactory method for capturing intrinsic properties
of a whole face (from ear-to-ear).

By “intrinsic properties” we refer specifically to the
shape and reflectance properties of a face that give rise
to a particular face appearance when illuminated and
imaged. Shape is usually represented by a 3D mesh
and reflectance properties by 2D parameter maps
representing the spatial distribution of reflectance pa-
rameters in texture space. In turn, reflectance param-
eters are determined by the spatial distribution of
biophysical parameters such as skin pigmentation and
facial hair over the face surface.

A face is only partially visible from a single view-
point. In any single view, parts of the face are ei-
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ther occluded or so foreshortened that their projected
resolution is too low to provide useful information.
However, for many applications a full face model is
required. For example, it has been shown that the
ears are an important feature for 3D face modelling
[6]. Likewise, cropped face models introduce artificial
boundaries that make it difficult to use the model as
part of a character animation or may disrupt neural
processes when used as psychological stimuli.

In this paper we present an approach that enables
the intrinsic shape and reflectance properties of a face
to be captured over the whole face.

1.1 Related Work

Existing methods for face shape capture fall broadly
into two categories: photometric and geometric. Pho-
tometric methods use the intensity of reflected light
to infer the orientation and material properties of the
face surface. Geometric methods use feature point po-
sitions observed from multiple viewpoints to infer the
depth of the face surface. The advantage of photomet-
ric methods is that they are dense (measurements are
made at every pixel and resolution is limited only by
the resolution of the camera). Moreover, photometric
analysis allows estimation of additional reflectance
properties such as diffuse and specular albedo [1],
surface roughness [7] and index of refraction [8]. This
information is essential for rendering or relighting the
captured face models.

However, surface orientation is only a 2.5D shape
representation and the estimated normal field must
be integrated in order to recover surface depth [9] or
used to refine a 3D mesh captured using other cues
[10]. Also, photometric methods are usually much
more demanding in data capture terms and also in
their requirement for controlled conditions.

Geometric methods on the other hand allow instan-
taneous capture of face geometry but do not allow
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Fig. 1. Ear-to-ear face capture

estimation of reflectance properties, providing only a
fixed texture map. Below, we review existing methods
for photometric and geometric face capture as well as
hybrid methods and models of skin reflectance that
are used for face analysis and rendering.

Photometric methods. Photometric shape estima-
tion has a long history in computer vision [11]. Re-
cently, there has been a resurgent interest in applying
photometric methods to the problem of face capture
[1], [7], [8], [12]. In particular, the spherical gradient-
based photometric stereo method of Ma et al. al-
lowed finescale facial features such as skin pores and
wrinkles to be recovered with enhanced accuracy and
robustness in comparison to traditional point source
methods. This was extended to realtime performance
capture by Wilson et al. who showed how a certain
sequence of illumination conditions allowed

A lightstage uses polarisation to separate specular
and diffuse reflectance. This is most easily achieved by
placing a linear polarising filter in front of each point
source. The filter is oriented such that, once reflected
specularly from the face, the plane of polarisation is
the same for all sources. Unfortunately, the required
orientation is viewpoint dependent: a given calibra-
tion only separates diffuse and specular reflection for
two (antipodal) viewing directions. Hence, there is no
straightforward way to perform multiview photomet-
ric analysis using a lightstage.

Going further, even using a lightstage, albedo maps
measured as tristimulus (RGB) images are tied to the
spectral sensitivities of the camera and spectral power
distribution of the light source. This means that a
captured face cannot be composited into a new scene
without careful colour transformation. Moreover, only
certain colours can plausibly arise from the pigments
and layered structure of skin [13], a constraint not

enforced. Using the approach of Ma et al. the albedo
maps are further corrupted by “ambient occlusion”
and inter-reflection effects meaning shape and mate-
rial properties are not fully separated.

Geometric methods. Multiview shape estimation
methods such as binocular stereo, structure-from-
motion and multiview stereo have been applied quite
successfully to the problem of face shape estimation.
The key problem in this context is establishing corre-
spondence between views over apparently-featureless
regions of the face such as the cheeks and forehead.
One solution to this problem is to either paint [14]
or project [] a pattern onto the face that provides
matchable features. An alternative passive approach
is to use very high resolution images in which fine
scale features such as freckles, wrinkles and skin pores
are resolved. These provide ideal features for robust
matching. Finally, methods such as space carving do
not rely on feature matching and can hence be applied
to faces [] even when small features are not visible.

The state-of-the-art approach in geometric face cap-
ture is due to Beeler et al. [15]. Since their method
is reliant on a very accurate geometric calibration,
they propose a novel calibration process based on
a spherical calibration target. Shape estimation then
proceeds in two steps. First a base mesh is obtained
using a multiview stereo approach. Next, detail is em-
bossed onto the mesh using a shading-based heuristic.
Whilst the resulting meshes contain convincing detail,
the fine scale shape detail is not accurate since it is
hallucinated from a texture cue rather than satisfying
any meaningful geometric or photometric constraint.

In general, any multiview method that relies on
accurate intrinsic and extrinsic calibration is highly
restrictive. The camera focus must be fixed between
calibration and face capture. This is particularly prob-
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lematic if such a setup is to be integrated with a
photometric system. For example, in a lightstage the
amount of light received by the camera is limited by
the polarising filters on illuminants and camera. This
usually means that a relatively large aperture is used,
leading to a reduced depth of field. In such a case,
focus is very sensitive and it is unlikely that a single
focus would suffice for both calibration and capture.

Of course, purely geometric methods can only re-
cover one intrinsic property of faces: shape. Texture
maps are nothing other than a photograph of the face
under a particular set of environmental conditions.
Hence, the texture obtained using multiview stereo
is useless for relighting. Worse, since appearance is
view-dependent (the position of specularities changes
with viewing direction), no one single appearance can
explain the set of multiview images.

Hybrid methods There have been a number of at-
tempts to combine photometric and geometric meth-
ods for face or object capture. This is largely motivated
by the fact that their advantages complement the
weaknesses of the other approach.

Nehab et al. [10] proposed an efficient approach for
combining estimated surface normals and surfaces (in
the form of a depth map or mesh). Their approach is
particularly applicable to surface normals estimated
using photometric methods which are likely to con-
tain low frequency bias. This low frequency bias is
removed by the base mesh which in return is refined
by the accurate high frequency detail present in the
photometric surface normal. Their approach is based
on a linear approximation to the underlying objective
of minimising angular error between target normals
and those of the final surface.

Wu et al. [16] propose an approach that combines
multi-illumination MVS and uncalibrated photomet-
ric stereo methods. They recover depth maps from
multi-view and multi-illumination video sequences,
then merge these to a watertight mesh using multi-
illumination photo-consistency constraints. The re-
covered mesh is further refined with photometric
surface normals measured under uncalibrated (un-
known) illumination conditions. The proposed un-
calibrated photometric stereo technique consist in an
iterative estimation of both the surface normals and
the illumination conditions simultaneously. The au-
thors first initialize the surface normals with the ones
from the mesh produced by MVS, and then minimize
the shading errors assuming a spherical harmonic
representation of the lighting. However, while this ap-
proach has the advantage of not requiring controlled
illumination, it considers only Lambertian surfaces
and tends to fail in presence of cast shadows or strong
inter-reflections.

The closest previous work to what we propose in
this paper is due to Ghosh et al. [17]. They capture
multiple views photometric data simultaneously in a
lightstage. In order to overcome the view dependency

of the polariser orientation calibration, they make an
empirical observation. Namely, using two illumina-
tion fields with locally orthogonal patterns of polari-
sation (i.e. filters aligned to lines of latitude or longi-
tude) allows approximate specular/diffuse separation
from any view close to the equator. Unfortunately, this
approximation means that their approach does not re-
cover truly intrinsic properties and therefore does not
fulfil our goals. Specular and diffuse reflectance is not
fully separated meaning that both normal maps and
specular/diffuse albedo maps are corrupted. In addi-
tion, they propose an empirical process for “Fresnel
compensation” of the specular albedo maps. As we
discuss in Section X, this is based on an assumption of
constant specular reflectance properties and neglects
rough surface effects. This further reduces the utility
of the specular albedo as an intrinsic quantity.

Park et al. [18] propose avoiding the multiple views
photometric merging problem by computing the sur-
face normals directly in the 2D parameter domain of
the mesh. They start with using SFM techniques to
compute a base mesh which they then parameterize
to a piecewise planar space. The parameterization is
used to wrap the multiple view/illumination images
onto the base mesh; and uncalibrated multi-view pho-
tometric stereo [19] is used to estimate the surface
normal directly in the 2D parameter domain. Finally
the base geometry is refined using displacement maps
calculated in the 2D parameter domain form the
estimated surface normals. The authors use linear
reflectance model meaning that the proposed method
will work only for Lambertian surfaces.

1.2 Contributions

We begin by proposing a novel capture pipeline that
uses uncalibrated multiview stereo to register photo-
metric views to a base mesh. Our proposed approach
enables photometric measurements to be made over
the whole face. We then revisit the spherical gradient
photometric stereo approach of Ma et al. [1] and Wil-
son et al. [?]. We also provide a photometric alignment
method that avoids the iterative approach of Wilson et
al. . Finally, we present a robust approach to stitching
photometric information across the multiple views,
accounting for the view-dependent low frequency
bias present in the estimated normals. This includes a
novel, unified approach to stitching both textures and
shape using screened Poisson equations.

Our approach requires no geometric calibration,
no inverse rendering, only consumer hardware and
is fast (the whole capture process comprises three
sequences lasting around 2 seconds each). Yet, the
quality of the estimated shape is comparable to state-
of-the-art methods that require much more careful
calibration, e.g. [15]. Moreover, our method also esti-
mates diffuse and specular reflectance maps meaning
our models are relightable.

it considers only Lambertian surfaces
to fail in presence of cast shadows or strongand tends to fail in presence of cast shadows or strong

inter-reflections.

of the specular albedo maps. As we
in Section X, this is based on an assumption of

to wrap the multiple view/illumination images
mesh; and uncalibratedand uncalibrated

eo [19] is used to estimate the surface
mesh; and

in the 2D parameter domain form the
s use linear

photometric
et al. [?]. We also provide a photometric alignment
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2 PIPELINE

The polarisation properties of light have been widely
used as a cue to study surface shape and reflectance
properties. One of the best known effects is that
specular reflectance from a dielectric material pre-
serves the plane of polarisation of linearly polarised
incident light. The linear polarisation is lost by dif-
fuse reflectance. This means that specular and diffuse
reflectance can be separated by illuminating an object
with a linearly polarised light source and then placing
another linear polariser in front of the camera. If the
camera’s filter is oriented perpendicular to the light
source’s filter, then specular reflectance is entirely
eliminated. If they are parallel, both specular and dif-
fuse reflectance is observed. The specular reflectance
is obtained by taking the different between the two
images.

In a lightstage, a face is illuminated by light sources
distributed over a geodesic sphere. Each light source
must have the orientation of its polarising filter (and
hence its plane of polarisation) set such that a specular
reflection towards the viewer leads to all reflections
having the same plane of polarisation. This means
that a single linear polarising filter on the camera can
separate specular and diffuse reflectance from all light
sources simultaneously. However, while this calibra-
tion is relatively straightforward it is, unfortunately,
view dependent. A given calibration only separates
diffuse and specular reflection for two (antipodal)
viewing directions.

We overcome this problem by capturing a face
multiple times in different poses relative to the cal-
ibrated viewpoint, e.g. frontal and two profile views.
Together, these three photometric views provide full
ear-to-ear coverage of the face. We augment the pho-
tometric camera with additional cameras providing
multiview, single-shot images captured in sync with
a reference frame of the photometric sequence (the
diffuse constant image). We position these additional
cameras to provide overlapping coverage of the face.
Since we do not rely on a fixed calibration, their exact
positioning is unimportant and we allow the cameras
to autofocus between captures. In our setup, we use 7
such cameras giving a total of 8 simultaneous views.
Since we repeat the capture three times, we have 24
effective views.

To merge these views and to provide a rough
base mesh, we perform a multiview reconstruction
using the photometric views augmented by additional
cameras providing multiview, single-shot images cap-
tured in sync with the constant illumination condition.
Solving this uncalibrated multiview reconstruction
problem provides

Note that since the three photometric views are not
acquired simultaneously, there is likely to be non-rigid
deformation of the face between these views. For this
reason, in Section 5 we propose a robust algorithm

for stitching the views without blurring potentially
misaligned features.

1) Multiview reconstruction: We commence by ap-
plying structure-from-motion followed by mul-
tiview stereo to

2) View merging

The photometric views will capture spherical gra-
dient sequences [1], [12], however we will use opto-
electrical polarising filters to allow diffuse/specular
separation without the need for mechanical filter ro-
tation. These views will be augmented by additional
cameras providing multiview, single-shot images cap-
tured in sync with the constant illumination condition.

3 SPHERICAL GRADIENT PHOTOMETRIC

STEREO

Spherical Gradient Photometric Stereo has been well
studied in [1], [12]. Their idea amounts to something
very simple: estimate the first moment (centre of
mass) of the reflectance lobe at a point by illuminating
that point with a linear spherical gradient. For a
Lambertian surface, this direction coincides with the
surface normal and, for a specular surface, with the
reflection direction (from which the surface normal
can be calculated).

3.1 Background

3.1.1 The Lambertian case

Let rdx, rdy , rdz and rdc respectively the measured Lam-
bertian radiances under the X−gradient, Y−gradient,
Z−gradient and constant illuminations, [1] estab-
lished the relation between the surface normal nd =
(nd

x, n
d
y, n

d
z) and the measured Lambertian radiance as

follow:

nd
x =

1

Nd

(

rdx
rdc

−
1

2

)

nd
y =

1

Nd

(

rdy
rdc

−
1

2

)

nd
z =

1

Nd

(

rdz
rdc

−
1

2

)

, (1)

where, Nd is a normalizing constant given by

Nd =

√

(

rdx
rdc

−
1

2

)2

+

(

rdy
rdc

−
1

2

)2

+

(

rdz
rdc

−
1

2

)2

(2)

3.1.2 The specular case

In the specular case, [1] show that it is easier to esti-
mate, from the measured specular radiances, the spec-
ular reflection vector than the surface normal directly.
If rsx, rsy , rsz and rsc denote respectively the measured
specular radiances under X−gradient, Y−gradient,
Z−gradient and constant illuminations, the specular
reflection vector u = (ux, uy, uz) is given by:

plying structure-fr
tiview stereo to
View merging

e spherical gra-
r we will use opto-

without the need
views will be augmented by additional

In the specular case, [1] show that it is easier to esti-In the specular case, [1] show that it is easier to esti-
mate, from the measured specular radiances, the spec-mate, from the measured specular radiances, the spec-
ular reflection vector than the surface normal directly.
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Fig. 2. The set of 63 images used in our pipeline. We obtain 24 different viewpoints of the face (boxed blue images) by capturing 8 different
views with the subject in a frontal (rows 1 and 2), left profile (rows 3 and 4) and right profile (rows 5 and 6). Rows 1, 3 and 5 show the
sequence of images captured for the photometric viewpoint. Rows 2, 4 and 6 show the multiview images. Images within a blue box are
captured simultaneously. The remainder are captured in sequence from left to right.
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√

(
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+

(
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1
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rsc
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+
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1

2
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As the surface normal corresponds to the direction
half-way between the view vector v (v = (0, 0, 1)
in our case) and its specular reflection u, it can be
obtained by:

~n =
1

N̄
(u+ v) (5)

Where N̄ is a normalizing vector.

3.1.3 Complement Gradient Illumination

[12] proposed a more optimal way of calculating the
surface normals from Spherical Gradient Illumination.
The authors exploit the the gradient images com-
plements obtained under the complementary lighting
conditions. Thus, in addition to the four gradient
images rx,ry , rz and rc proposed in [1], they captured
three others r̄x,r̄y and r̄z such that:

rx + r̄x = ry + r̄y = rz + r̄z = rc (6)

From 6, 1 and a re-normalization, they obtain:

n =
[rx − r̄x, ry − r̄y, rz − r̄z]

T

|| [rx − r̄x, ry − r̄y, rz − r̄z]
T
||

(7)

This method is proven to improve the quality of
the calculated normals and is more robust to image
quality than the method in [1]. This is explained by
the fact that the dark regions in one gradient image
are likely to be well lit in the complement image.

4 PHOTOMETRIC ALIGNMENT

Since spherical gradient photometric stereo requires
a set of images to be captured in series, the imagesis a normalizing vector.

[12] proposed a more optimal way of calculating the[12] proposed a more optimal way of calculating the
surface normals from Spherical Gradient Illumination.

exploit the the gradient images com-
from Spherical Gradient Illumination.

exploit the the gradient images com-
from Spherical Gradient Illumination.

The authors
plements obtained

From 6, 1 and a re-normalization, they obtain:
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within a sequence may not be in perfect alignment
due to subject motion. In the context of estimating
fine scale shape, these small misalignments lead to a
blurring of detail. Since inter-frame motion is likely
to be very small (perhaps sub-pixel) and visibility
is unlikely to change between views, the obvious
solution is to use optical flow to align each image
to a reference frame. However, since the illumination
changes in each frame the usual brightness constancy
constraint does not apply (we expect the brightness
of a given point on the face to vary dramatically as
illumination changes).

Wilson et al. [12] overcame this problem by exploit-
ing a property of the complement images. Assuming
no motion, the sum of a gradient image and its
complement are equal to the constant image. Hence,
an alternative brightness constancy constraint can be
written down. For example, for the x-gradient images:

C(x, y) = X(x+∆x1, y+∆y1)+ X̄(x+∆x2, y+∆y2).
(8)

This involves solving for the optical flow vectors for
both gradient and complement images in one go.
Wilson et al. [12] propose an iterative approach to this
problem where they initially compute the flow from
X to C−X̄ followed by the flow from X̄ to C−w(X),
where w is the warp computed at the previous step.
It is propose that iterating these two steps converges
towards the correct flow for both images.

A weakness of their approach is that C − X̄ is
not necessarily a good target for warping onto. Since
they are not aligned, taking their difference leads to
a blurring of features to which X is unlikely to be
satisfactorily warped. In an extreme case, it can be
shown that this method can fail completely.

We propose an alternative that is both more effi-
cient and more robust. We note that changing the
spherical illumination pattern affects only intensity
and not colour. Thus we use color space transforma-
tions to extract intensity-free information from images
with different illumination condition. Hue-Saturation-
Value(HSV) and normalized-RGB color spaces are
known to be efficient ways of separating intrinsic
color from shading related-intensity [20]. For an image
I , we combine the Hue component of the HSV space
with normalized-RGB to produce an illumination-
independent image Icolor:

Icolor =
1

2

{

hue(I) +
I

√

I2R + I2G + I2B

}

(9)

Figure 3 shows two images in different spherical
gradient lighting patterns (X-gradient and Constant)
and the corresponding illumination-independent im-
ages.

However, while allowing good alignments on
global shapes, the color transformation tends to
smooth out fine details which can lead to local mis-
alignments. These are more significant as the motion

X-Gradient Constant

Fig. 3. Illumination-independent images for Photometric Alignment

is not rigid. We correct this by employing our method
to initialize Wilson’s method: we use the flow between
Ccolor and X̄color to align C and X̄ before computing
C−X̄ . In practice, our experiments show that only one
iteration after initialization is enough to get very good
alignments. Figure 4 compares normal-maps obtained
when photometric images are aligned with 3 iterations
of Wilson’s method (a) and only 1 iteration when
initialized with our method (b).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Normal-maps obtained with different alignment strategies. (a)
Wilson’s method after 3 iterations. (b) Our method after 0 iteration
(only initialization). (c) Our method after 1 iteration

5 STITCHING PHOTOMETRIC VIEWS

In this section we describe a method for seamlessly
stitching the intrinsic textures and normal maps from
each photometric view onto the base mesh obtained
with multiview stereo. This is a non-trivial problem.

The constraints of linear polarisation necessitate
that the three photometric image sets are taken at
different times (the subjects rotate themselves to allow
capture of frontal and two profile views). Hence, the
face is likely to have changed shape between views
meaning that there is no single correct shape and

with multiview stereo. This is a non-trivial problem.
The constraints of linear polarisation necessitateThe constraints of linear polarisation necessitate

that the three photometric image sets are taken atthat the three photometric image sets are taken at
different times (the subjects rotate themselves to allowdifferent times (the subjects rotate themselves to allow
capture of frontal and two profile views). Hence, the

rotate themselves to allow
e of frontal and two profile views). Hence, the
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correspondence between images and mesh is imper-
fect. In addition, certain reflectance effects introduce
a view-dependency on the intrinsic textures. For ex-
ample, Fresnel gain means that specular albedo is
unreliable close to occluding boundary (see Figure
1). Applying a baseline stitching algorithm (such as
back-projection and averaging) to such data leads to
blurring of misaligned features, visible seams between
textures taken from different views and inclusion of
unwanted specular effects.

To address these problems, we propose a unified
approach that allows us to stitch both intrinsic tex-
tures and shape. Our approach is based on Poisson
blending using non-conservative guidance fields. The
guidance fields are either in the form of texture gradi-
ents or photometric surface normals. Our approach is
patch-based. The idea is to blend the sampled images
by least-angle selection of gradients in overlapping
patches. The majority of texture stitching algorithms
are vertex- or face-based strategies with additional
heuristics for robustness. We expect a patch-based
approach to improve robustness by allowing selection
criteria to be aggregated over a patch. Also, since
a patch is taken from a single view, there will be
no blending artefacts within a patch while the patch
overlaps provide a means to blend between textures
taken from different views.

Since we rely on discrete differential operators on
the mesh surface, our approach completely preserves
conservative vector fields compared to extrinsic 3D
finite elements in [21]. This makes our approach more
natural from a theoretical perspective, even if non-
conservative fields are rather formed in practice.

5.1 Poisson Blending

Blending in the gradient domain via solution of a
Poisson equation was first proposed by Pérez et al.
[22] for 2D images. The motivation is that second
order variations in texture are the most significant
perceptually whereas low frequency texture variations
have a barely noticeable effect. The same argument
can be made for texture and geometry on a mesh.
The approach allows us to avoid visible seams where
the texture or geometry from two different views are
inconsistent.

Hence, the idea is to form a guidance field of texture
gradients v selected from source images and then
solve for the texture f whose gradients best match
the guidance field:

min
f

∫ ∫

Ω

‖∇f − v‖2dA (10)

This minimisation problem can be solved by solving
the Poisson equation:

∆f = ∇ · v, (11)

where ∆ is the Laplace operator and ∇· is the diver-
gence operator.

5.2 Discrete differential operators

In order to solve a Poisson equation over a triangle
mesh, we need to define discrete counterparts to the
Laplace and divergence operators. We consider a tri-
angular base shape mesh M and assume it describes a
2D manifold S. The connectivity is given by a simpli-
cial complex K whose elements are vertices {i}, edges
{i, j} or faces {i, j, k}, with indices i, j, k ∈ [1 .. N ],
where N is the number of vertices. We write a vertex
{i} as i for simplicity.

A discrete vector field V is a piecewise constant vec-
tor function defined for each triangle Tl by a coplanar
vector vl. A discrete potential field is a piecewise lin-
ear function φ(s) =

∑

i∈K φiBi(s) on the mesh surface,
where Bi is the piecewise linear basis function valued
1 at vertex i and 0 at other vertices, and φi specifies
the value of φ at vertex i. The discrete gradient of φ
for triangle Tl is ∇φl =

∑

i∈K φi∇Bil, where ∇Bil is the
gradient of Bi within Tl. The divergence of V at vertex
i is div V(i) =

∑

Tl∈Ki
|Tl| ∇B

⊤
il vl, where Ki is the set

of triangles sharing vertex i and |Tl| is the area of
triangle Tl. Writing Poisson’s equation div∇φ = div V
in this framework leads to a linear system of equations
Ax = y for the unknown potential values xi = φi,
where:

aij =
∑

Tl∈Ki

|Tl| ∇B
⊤
il∇Bjl , yi =

∑

Tl∈Ki

|Tl| ∇B
⊤
il vl .

(12)
This system is sparse since the sum for coefficients aij
is non-null iff {i, j} ∈ K (it is an edge). The sum is then
simply over the triangles Tl (two if not a boundary
edge, one otherwise) sharing this edge.

This equation can be interpreted as seeking for
a potential field φ whose gradient ∇φ matches the
guide vector field V . If V is conservative, i.e., it is
the gradient of an existing potential field φ, then
φ is the exact solution. Otherwise, a more general
minimizer can still be obtained by least squares but
its gradient differs from V . In addition, we regularize
the minimization via screening:

min
x∈RN

‖Ax− y‖
2
2 + λ‖x− x′‖

2
2 , (13)

where λ > 0 and x′ defines a guide potential field φ′

as φ′
i = x′

i.

5.3 Image sampling

For each view, we determine the set of visible vertices
on the 3D model. Occlusions can be tested by ray
casting from the viewer, although here we use an
approximate but much less demanding depth crite-
rion with a z-buffer. The image is then sampled on
the mesh by back-projection of textures for visible
vertices after bilinear color interpolation within the
pixel grid. Additionally, the viewing angles for each
face and vertex are computed as part of the process

from a theoretical perspective, even if non-
are rather formed in practice.

Fresnel gain means that specular albedo is
close to occluding boundary (see Figure
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and stored for later use. Any additional heuristics
related specifically

We notice finally that any of the heuristics discussed
in the introduction could be employed here to dis-
card some vertices that are potentially corrupted by
considering them as occluded.

5.4 Mesh segmentation

We achieve mesh segmentation with a classical
farthest-point strategy [23], enhanced with an original
patch growing scheme to form an overlapping struc-
ture. This produces a uniform segmentation compared
to the region-growing scheme in [24]. Moreover, we
do not require patches to be disk-homeomorphic since
our methods are intrinsic to the mesh surface. Not
only does it eliminate undesirable distortions inherent
to flattening, but it also allows to consider various
mesh topologies with arbitrary genus and number
of boundary components. Lastly, instead of using
extrinsic 3D ball radii as thresholds for patch dilation,
overlaps are obtained by growing patches intrinsically
within neighbors via geodesic projections.

We first select vertices iteratively by adding a new
sample one at a time. Our mesh is equipped with
a geodesic distance map D. Denoting by Dl(i) the
geodesic distance map to the first l selected samples,
we select sample i⋆l+1 as the vertex that maximizes
Dl(i). The distance map Dl+1(i) can simply be up-
dated as the minimum between Dl(i) and D(i, i⋆l+1).
We continue this process until a desired number M
of vertices have been sampled.

Patches P1, . . . ,PM are then obtained via the
geodesic Voronoi tessellation based on the samples.
The segmentation thus defines a dual graph G =
(V, E), where V = [1 ..M ], and (m,n) ∈ E if Pm

and Pn are neighbors, i.e., are connected by an edge
{i, j} ∈ K. To grow a patch Pm, we consider sepa-
rately each of its neighbor patches Pn with (m,n) ∈ E ,
and define thresholds dmn as follows:

dmn = σ ×D(i⋆m, i⋆n) , (14)

where σ ≥ 0 is set by the user and can be seen as an
overlap ratio or factor, and the geodesic distance D is
restricted to the union Pm ∪Pn of the reference patch
and considered neighbor. The overlap Omn of Pm onto
Pn is then constructed by geodesic projections:

Omn =

{

i ∈ Pn : min
j∈Pm

D(i, j) ≤ dmn

}

. (15)

A given grown patch Qm is eventually constructed
by concatenation of the reference patch Pm with the
respective overlaps:

Qm = Pm ∪
⋃

n|(m,n)∈E

Omn . (16)

The time complexity of the whole process is in
O(N logN logM).

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Mesh segmentation with different sampling vertices number
(left:100; right:400)

5.5 Texture blending

We apply this to solve for texture by considering each
color channel independently as a potential field φ. For
each view v, we compute the mean viewing angle of
vertices in the different patches. Unobserved vertices,
due either to occlusion or missing information, are as-
sumed to have a viewing angle of π/2. Hence, patches
with unobserved data are penalized and no difference
on the nature of non-observability is made. For each
patch now, we select texture from the view where the
patch has the smallest viewing angle. For unobserved
vertices, we also select texture from subsequent sorted
views. We end up with partial textures φ(v) that we
stitch in overlaps by Poisson blending. To build up the
guide vector field V , we select local texture gradients
by least angle for each triangle Tl:

vl =
∑

i∈K

φ
(vl)
i ∇Bil , (17)

where vl is the view whose angle is minimal for
triangle Tl. We also fill in unobserved faces simply
by setting their gradients to zero for smoothness.
Screening is done via a rough estimate φ′ obtained
by averaging textures φ(v), unobserved textures being
discarded from the regularization. We use a small
penalty λ=10−6 to remove color offset indeterminacies
since we did not observe dramatic color bleeding
issues compared to [21]. The time complexity for
building up the linear system is in O(M + N). A
naive complexity for least squares optimization via
Cholesky decomposition is in O(N3), though efficient
solvers that exploit sparsity can be used instead.

We show in figure 6 the results of the gradient
stitching on the diffuse and specular textures.

5.6 Surface normal blending

From differential geometry, it is known that:

lim
|γ|→0

1

|γ|

∫

v∈γ

(vi − v)dl(v) = −H(vi)ni (18)

ed for later use. Any additional heuristicsand stored for later use. Any additional heuristics
related specifically

are penalized and no difference
on the nature of non-observability is made. For eachon the nature of non-observability is made. For each
patch now, we select texture from the view where thepatch now, we select texture from the view where the
patch has the smallest viewing angle. For unobserved

From differential geometry, it is known that:
∫

1
(18)lim (vi − v)dl(v) = −−HH(vi)ni

|γ||γ|→0

∫

v

∫∫

∈γ
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Results of our gradient stitching (a) diffuse (b) specular

Ultimately, our goal is to transfer the detail from
the photometric normal maps to the mesh surface.
One approach to this problem would be to start
by stitching the normal maps into a seamless and
complete normal map for the whole face. Then, the
normals could be embossed onto the mesh using an
algorithm such as Nehab’s. There are two drawbacks
to this approach. First, since normal maps are fields of
unit vectors, the stitching must preserve unit length.
Hence, the linear least squares solution used for tex-
tures would need to include quadratic equality con-
straints. This amounts to a quadratically constrained
quadratic program which is no longer a convex op-
timisation problem. Second, the stitched texture will
not necessarily correspond to a real surface. That is
to say, the normals would not satisfy an integrability
constraint.

We solve both of these problems by proposing
a method to simultaneously stitch the normals and
transfer the detail to the mesh. We do so using
the same patch-based approach as for texture data
and hence provide a unifying framework for Poisson
blending both texture and shape using patches.

Our problem is closely linked to gradient-based
[] or Laplacian-based [] mesh editing. However, our
guidance field takes the form neither of a gradient
field, nor of Laplacian (differential) coordinates. Nor
does our guidance field arise through the editing
of gradients or Laplacian coordinates of the original
surface. Instead, we know the surface normal at each
vertex where normals have been selected from differ-
ent views. Also unlike mesh editing, we do not need
to worry about local coordinate transformations. Our
target normals are in world coordinates and we can
update the mesh to directly match these normals.

We cannot directly apply mesh editing techniques
to our problem. For the case of Laplacian coordinates,
we would need to know the mean curvature normal
at each vertex. Instead, we know only the unit surface
normal. However, we can still obtain a linear system

of equations by noting that the Laplacian coordinates
and surface normal differ only by a scale factor:

∑

{j|{i,j}∈K}

(vi − vj) ∼ ni (19)

where ∼ denotes equality up to a non-zero scalar
multiplication. Such sets of relations can be solved
using the direct linear transformation (DLT) algorithm
[?]. Accordingly, we write

[ni]×

∑

{j|{i,j}∈K}

(vi − vj) = 0, (20)

where 0 = [0 0 0]T and [.]× is the cross product matrix:

[x]× =





0 −x3 x2

x3 0 −x1

−x2 x1 0



 . (21)

We show in figure 7 an example of normals stitch-
ing results before and after applying the Poisson
blending. Without the blending, the seams can be
considerably visible on patches boundaries when the
view they are selected from changes (e.g. on nose or
cheek). Whereas

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Normal stitching before (a) and after (b) Poisson blending

5.7 View Dependant Fresnel Gain

The measured specular albedo are subject to certain
Fresnel-related effects depending on the angle be-
tween the surface normals and the view direction.
These Fresnel gains increase with the view-angle and
are particularly important at glancing angles where
the view direction tends to be parallel to the surface.

In applications where the whole specular albedo is
to be used, it is important to correct these Fresnel
effect to achieve multi-view photometric consistency.
Ghosh et al. [17] employed a data-driven method
where they use the histogram of measured specular
intensity in function of the view angle to scale each
pixel intensity down to the average gain at zero-
view angle. The authors assume that the specular
reflectance parameters such as surface roughness are
constant over the face and that the change in mea-
sured specular intensity is only conditioned by the
Fresnel gain. Even though this method can yield less
viewpoint-dependant specular albedo, the assump-
tion of constant specular parameters reduces consider-
ably the reliability of the result as an intrinsic quantity.

Our problem is closely linked to gradient-based
[] or Laplacian-based [] mesh editing. However, our

using
[?]. Accordingly, we write

results before and after applying the Poisson
Without the blending, the seams can beblending. Without the blending, the seams can be

considerably visible on patches boundaries when the
they are selected from changes (e.g. on nose or

cheek). Whereas

w Dependant Fresnel Gain

to be used, it is important to correct these Fresnel
effect to achieve multi-view photometric consistency.

e they use the histogram of measured specular
intensity in function of the view angle to scale each

Fresnel gain. Even though this method can yield less
viewpoint-dependant albedo, the assump-

of constant specular parameters reduces consider-tion of constant specular parameters reduces consider-
ably the
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Our view merging method effectively prevents
these issues. As stated above, the Fresnel gain is
mostly noticeable at glancing angles where the de-
viation of the surface normal from the view vec-
tor approaches π

2 . In our view merging process, the
patch/view selection is such that the selected patches
minimise, on average, the view angle. Thus the
patches are generally picked from the view with min-
imal average angle, therefore, minimizing the chances
to pick from regions at grazing angle.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Specular Normals Rendering

Fig. 8. Redering of Different Facial Regions

6.1 Views Merging

6.2 Detail Transfer

To refine the base mesh either the diffuse or specular
surface normals can be used. Figure 10 shows the

results of using each. One can notice that the diffuse
normal maps tend to produce smother mesh while
the specular normal maps yield more surface details.
This is conform with the finding of Ma et al [1] and
is explained by the fact that the surface reflectance
from which the normals are estimated has different
characteristics depending on whether it is diffuse or
specular. In the diffuse case, the reflected light is
considerably affected by subsurface scattering.

6.3 Rendering

We render using the Cook Torrance model [?] and the
hybrid technique proposed by Ma et al. [1] where the
estimated specular and diffuse surface normals are
used to shade respectively the specular and diffuse
components of the BRDF. We use two slopes of Beck-
mann functions to model the micro-facets distribution.
In this work we assume constant roughness parame-
ters and refraction index across the face. We give in
figure 8 a few examples of rendering.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work we present a practical 3D face acquisi-
tion approach that allows capturing ear-to-ear mesh
along with the skin micro-geometry and reflectance
properties. Our system requires no prior geometrical
calibration. The cameras parameters are obtained by
structure-from-motion and are used to estimate a base
mesh which is further refined using the recovered
photometric surface normals. To achieve an ear-to-
ear coverage of the face and overcome the problem
of fixed photometric viewpoint inherent in polarized
spherical gradient illumination, we capture the face
in three poses and robustly stitch the corresponding
normal maps and intrinsic textures into a seamless,
complete and detailed face model.
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We make sample datasets available on the following
webpage: ... These include the raw captured images,
multiview and photometric stereo output as well as
the final processed result.
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Fig. 11. Geometry mesh and Renderings of Different subjects


